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Abstract

An exotic composite vector boson, V, is introduced in two dynamical models

of composite quarks, leptons, W and Z. One is based on four Fermi interactions,

in which composite vector bosons are regarded as fermion - antifermion bound

states and the other is based on the confining SU{2)L gauge model, in which

they are given by scalar - antiscalar bound states. Both approaches describe the

same effective interactions for the sector of composite quarks, leptons, IV, Z, 7

and V.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been widely accepted that the present - day quark and lepton physics

will be replaced by new physics which describes compositeness of quarks and

leptons'~4 and/or respects the additional symmetry, supersymmetry. The new

physics should explain the dynamical origin of the weak energy scale of G~1^

— 300 GeV, which is the parameter in the standard model, i.e., the vacuum

expectation value of the Higgs scalar. The naturalness argument on the Higgs

scalar sector has led to the implication that the scale of the new physics will not

be much beyond the TeV energy region. This energy scale is identified with

the compositeness scale of O{\ TeV) if quarks and leptons (as well as the weak

bosons, W and Z) are composites of further fundamental particles, the subquarks

(or preons).

Once the compositeness is assumed, then various exotic and excited states

naturally appear in the spectrum of composite particles, which depends on sub-

quark species involved. The minimal set is composed of three kinds of fermionic

subquarks, u', 0(0^ and h, for quarks (q) and leptons {£) made of three fermions

as q = whe and i =• whc.} or of two kinds of subquarks, w and c{c^, quarks and

leptons made as q — we and C = we. in which needless to say either w or c{c() is

a scalar.3 The assumed subquarks, w, c{c.) and A, are respectively the common

carriers of the weak isospin, the three colors (one leptonic color) and the gener-

ation number of quarks and leptons. The mass spectrum for exotic composite

particles, which is in principle calculable, depends on the details of underlying

dynamics. However, roughly speaking, one can expect that the exotics generally

possess the mass of the compositeness scale. In particular, we expect that the



ground states of the neutral exotics can have comparatively light masses as light

as G"1/1 (S 300 GeV). Among others, an exotic composite vector boson, V, will

receive much attention in the next decade since V may manifest itself in e+e~

colliders such as the present TRISTAN, SLC and LEP and the future JLC, CLIC

and so on.

The possible underlying dynamics for the exotic composite boson, V, is also

responsible for the compositeness of W and Z, whose properties are now well

understood.fl>s The experimental constraint conies from the validity of the stan-

dard mass relation, mw = cosQm (8: the mixing angle), which is confirmed

by the consistency between m | f, and sin20 observed in low - energy neutrino

experiments. Any composite model for W and Z must ensure the mass - re-

lation. It is argued that, in the kinetic mixing scheme of the photon with vector

bosons, which is appropriate for the compositeness of Z, the standard mass

relation is satisfied if the mixing parameter, A, is fixed to be e/gw for e[g,v)

being the electric (weak SU{2)) charge. Such a fine - tuning of A is dynamically

incorporated if W and Z are generated as bound states of the spinor w by

the four Fermi interactions of the Nambu - Jona - Lasinio - Bjorken (NJLB)

type or as composites of the scalar w by the subcolor confining interactions

of SU[2)L supplemented by complementarity.

in this article, the properties of the exotic vector boson are studied in these

dynamical models: the nonlinear - interaction model of the NJLB type in the

three fermion model, where V is assumed to be a fermion - antifermion bound

state, and the nonabelian confining model based on SV{2)L for the fermion -

boson model with the scalar w and spinor c(c.), where V is a boson - antiboson

bound state (of a new scalar subquark, £). As a candidate of V, it is reasonable

to consider the following neutral vector bosons as fermion - antifermion bound

states:

i) color - singlet gluon G° made of c as XM=I C ^ ^ J ' where A (=1,2,3)

denotes the three colors,

ii) leptonic gluon Gj, made of c( as c^i^c^

iii) isosinglet weak boson W® made of w as ^Zi=i **\~tpwii w n e r e ' (^1,2) de-

notes the weak isosptn,

iv) heavy photon .A* made of u>, c and c. as Y^3~*7pQ*s> w n e r e 4 runs over all

subquark species with the electric charge Q, ( i.e., Q ^ for c and c£ etc.).

In the SU{2)L confining model, such an intuitive description of V cannot be

available because composite vector bosons are restricted to be bound states of

scalars but c and c are all spinors. The corresponding V that calls for an addi-

tional scalar subquark is constructed so as lo yield the same effective couplings

to quarks and leptons. It is realized by requiring that V^ couples to the baryon

number (S) for G'J, the lepton number (L) for Gj,, 3£ + L for W® and the

hypercharge for J4*. In the section 2, the low - energy effective lagrangian is

derived for the composite V boson. The physical vector fields are constructed in

th? Section 3. Final section is devoted to summary.

I -



2. DYNAMICS AND EFFECTIVE INTERACTIONS

A. Model of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio-Bjorkeu type

In this model, quarks and leptons are composites of the spinor subquarks w,

h and c(c.) and described as q = whc and t = whc. which can be defined more

precisely as q (or () = P{w,h,c(c.)) with the projection, PfV'j, V'2i V 3̂). of the

direct product of the three spinors ip., ^ , and ^ , into a spin 1/2 state. For

definiteness, we adopt the form

w, h, c) P(w, h, ct) = (2-1)

which has the advantage that the composite fermioiis have the same chiral prop-

erties as its constituent w. The composite W and Z bosons are simply given by

W^-y^w^ These composite particles are generated by nonlinear interactions of

the NJLB type. It is, however, expected that this nonlinear interaction model

of the NJLB type is considered as a somewhat phenomenologically useful low -

energy model of a more fundamental theory such as the one based on subcolor

gauge interactions. If this is dynamically relevant, then our subquarks carry the

additional subcolor multiplicity, NiC.

The local flavor - color symmetry is taken to be 5t/(3)c for QCD and t/(l)cm

for QED. Let CQ be the QED + QCD lagrangian for the fcrmionic subquarks

w, h, c, and cft the photon AQ , and the gluon G^ {a = I ~ 8) with the elec-

tromagnetic and strong coupling constants, eQ and giQ, respectively. The suffix

0 indicates that the quantities are yet to be renormalized. The fundamental la-

grangian, which includes the interactions to form Ihe composite quarks q, leptons

t. w<;ak bosons VV'̂ f|3 and the exotic boson V ,̂ is given by

(2.2)

wlicie Fq, F{, Fw, and Fy, are coupling constants, and the current of J^ is

defined as

( cipC for V^ = G j (color singlet glion),

~w I cT7,,c, for V' = G, (leptonic eiuon),
J = I * i- ^ ' ° " (^3)

^ ] w^pW for Vp = VV° (isosinglet weak boson),

\ 72»^liiQt3 ^or ^ = A'p (heavy photon).

The system with the lagrangian C ,nd is transformed into the one with

(1", h,c)q + h.c. - Yl yqq

e. - J2 y
(2.4)

by introducing the auxiliary fields, q, (, H^, and V ,̂ which miss their kinetic

terms. Their equations of motion >ield q = FqP(u\ h, c)t t = F(P{w, A, c(), and

VVjJ = 2Fww2-)ilr'\ut that match our naive expectation. For the exotic boson,

V̂  = 2FyJ^ is satisfied and realizes our -ompositeness of the exotic boson

introduced in the Introduction since JY is given by Eq.(2.3).



The quantum loop effects arising from £ a u r itself give rise to the kinetic and

interaction terms of the auxiliary fields and convert them into genuine composite

fields. Let us evaluate the dominant contributions from Caux. For the singlet

glvon (Vp — G^}, these contributions are summarized in £,. as

£ ' ( i V / 0 - AVn-)<

-/..,

(2.5)

where Iwi /c, J7, J?1 Jfl A"fl1 and A"f are the divergent integrals which arc

precisely defined in Ref.2Q and

~ - iWyl I (2.6a)

(2.6b)

(2.6c)

(2.6e)

The operation, T t , in Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6b) denotes the L - handed chirality

projection. The singlet gluon turns out to effectively couple to quarks, but not to

leptons. For Me Uplonic gluon (Vu = Gj,), one can find that the corresponding

d^ is simply given by replacing the last term in Eq. (2.5) by

(2.7)

and Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6b) by

' iW

(2.6b')

The leptonic gluon, then, effectively couples to leptons instead of quarks. For tht

tsosjnglct weak boson (V^ = IVr°), the lagrangian, C . , is given by using Eqs.

(2.6a) and (2.6b') for D/i and D / a n d by replacing the last term in Eq. (2.5)

by

(2.7')

where (Qw) =(Qwl + Qu,;)/2. The isosinglet weak boson effectively couples

to botli leptons and quarks with the same strength. For the heavy photon (VV

= /1J,), the coupling is the same as that of the photon and the resulting effect

cotnes in the combination of ?QAQ + V^. Thus, omitting the original Vp in Eqs.

(2.5)-(2.6b) and replacing egAB by e0A0 + V^ leads to the following Cdi^.

{iJl1> ~ Klm")



where

- iQ,(eoAOll + V,) - W.0C<,'>y - i i v j r ^ ) g, (2.6a»)

In order to cast the kinetic and interaction terms into the standard forms,

we resale the elementary photon and gluon fields as

and the composite fields as

(2.8a)

t = (2.8b)

v,,=

for /„ = Gj ,

for V, = W°,

for v, = /!•.

(2.8c)

The rescaied photon fields is primed to indicate that it is mixed with other vector

bosons and yet to be diagonaiized. The whole effects come from Caux and C . ,

where the coefficients can be arranged to the following new definitions:

g, = g (2 - ^ - j g]QIc (2.9a)

(2.9b)

(2.9C)

- 9 -

(2.9d)

The redefinitions in Eqs. (2.8a) and (2.9a) mean nothing but the renormalization

of the elementary photon and gluon fields and of the coupling constants up to

this order.

The effective Lagrangian C , . , which can be regarded as the sum of £ to

Caux, is then obtained as

= £ ? ( • • * - ™.)«

+ i

with >? = 1 (for UM = heavy plioton); =0 (for the others), where

(2.10)

(2-Ha)

(2.1 lb)

(2.11c);+gwt<} tw>wf,

and 7™, J ^ and ̂ 'y, respectively, stand for the electromagnetic, color - octet

- 1 0 -



and weak - isotriplet currents. The current for V^, J^ , is given by

^ + Jj, for V; = W%,

J'm for Vu = A'

(2.12)

The kinetic mixing parameter, A, for the photon {A') and weak boson (IV?) is

calculable and fixed to be

(2.13)

and similarly A' and A" are given by

foi !/„ =
(2-14)

where (C^} in Eq.(2.7'). We have suppressed the terms including the subquark

fields in £e /r in Eq.(2.10) because they are expected to be confined by some

unknown mechanism.

The derived lagrangian C ., turns out to be nothing but the one for the

current mixing scheme of Hung and Sakurai if the new vector field, V^, is

absent. Since we have A = cjgw, it is equivalent to the non - Higgs sector of

the standard model, and phenomenologically acceptable. The terms that depend

on Vp in C^f of Eq.(2.10) with Eqs.(2.12) and (2.M) exhibit the characteristic

mixing and interaction patterns of the neutral exotic boson. The color - singlet

gluon, leptonic gluon and isosinglet weak boson get mixed with the photon with

- 1 1 -

the strength e/gvx(ihe average of the electric charges of its constituents), and,

respective^, couple to the quark number (3B), lepton number [L) and quark

plus lepton number (3B-f L) currents. The heavy photon is mixed with the Z

boson as well as the photon and couples to the electromagnetic current. In this

work, we have taken the photon and the gluon as elementary particles unlike

in Ref 20. The present results for the leptonic gluon coincide with those in

Ref. 21, except that we miss the sum rule for the coupling constants provided

by the photon compositeness coadition (Eq. (22) in Ref. 21). As for tne for-

malism of the heavy photon, it seems essential to regard the ordinary photon as

an elementary particle. Suppose that both of the photon and heavy photon are

composites bound by the four-fermion interactions which are given by the square

of the electromagnetic current of subquarks. Then, the induced kinetic terms are

mixed with each other to form only one complete square term of the mixed field

strength, i.e. we have only one physical "photon" state. In general, it is diffi-

cult to construct a naive Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type model with two independent

composite states in an identical channel.

B. Model based on the confining gauge theory of SU(2) ,

In this subsection, instead of the three spinor subquarks, w, cfa^, and h,

we choose two subquarks, w as a scalar and c[c() as a spinor, which are bound

into quarks and leptons and other composite paiticles. Since the composite

particles will be generated by a confining force based on a non - abelian gauge

theory (such as SU{2)L), one can argue their compositeness on the basis of

the notion of complementarity, which postulates that the physical equivalence

between the Higgs (or broken) phase, where elementary particles are present,

and the confining (or unbroken and hidden) phase, where composite particles are



generated.

The notion relies on the observation in lattice gauge theories with scalars in

the fundamental representation (such as w), which indicates no sharp phase

boundary between the two phases and which can be paraphrased as follows: let

g and v be the gauge coupling constant and the scalar vacuum expectation value

and then for large g and small v, the theory falis into the confining phase while

fox small g and large v, the Higgs phase appears, but these two are not separated

by the sharp boundary and turn out to belong to the same phase. If this is true in

ordinary gauge theories with scalars, one expects that composites in the confining

phase disguise themselves as "elementary" particles in the Higgs phase since the

both continuously map into each other (as far as the energy scale involved does

not exceed the vacuum expectation value or the confinement scale) because there

is no phase boundary. It can be found that the standard SU{2)L x (f(\)Y model

based on the Higgs phase of SU{2) is transformed into the one based on the

confining phase of SU{2)L with the kinetic 7 - Z mixing of the Bjorken -

Hung - Sakurai type. It is rather faithful to state that, in the confining phase,

U(l)y is nothing but U{\)m yielding SU{2)L x U{\)tm -* U{X)cm with SU{2)L

confined. Having this in mind, we will examine composite vector mesons made

as sUDpS.

Let us turn to our discussion. Quarks and leptons are described by composites

of the scalar w and the spinor c and c, formed through the confining gauge

force based on SU{2)L (called as quantum subchromodynamics, QSCD). The

composite W and i are constructed by the scalar subquarks, w. Since the

exotic composite vector boson in this model is also assumed to be a bound state

- 1 3 -

of a scalar subquark, a new scalar subquark denoted by £ is introduced and is

set to be subcolr SU{2), singlet but to carry a new subcolor U{\)- - charge.

The extra subcolor U[l)c gauge symmetry is a necessity for the existence of the

exotic vector boson in the present discussion. At low energies, SV{2). is assumed

to be confined, which is triggered by w^w = ww* = I, and low - lying composite

particles are taken to have no U{\)c charge, namely, U{1)c is unbroken and

hidden, which is triggered by £'£ = 1. Our low - tying composite particles, i.e.

quarks, leplons, W, Z and V, are taken to be subcolor SU{2)l£c singlet and

f/(l)c neutral, which are selected by the "duality" of the compositeness and

"elementariness" arising from complementarity. The starting lagrangian is the

one based on S(/(3)c x SU{2)L x U(1)Y x U{\)c that controls the dynamics

fur w, £, c, c(l the photon, the gluou of QCD and the subgluon of QSCD as wel]

as the U{\)c gauge boson. We consider the following two cases with 1) U{l)c

charged (scalar) w and 2) U\))Y charged (scalar) w,.

1) U(l)y chvgedwL:

The constituents are 1) the scalars, wL and £, and the spinors, c, and cR:

:12, Y -Q ;Q) , effi : ( 0 , r - Q.;Q.)

(2.15a)

(2.15b)

with Y = B ~ I and Y. = 2Q\m = (0, -2 ) for a = 0; =(4/3, -2/3) for a = 1,2,3,

where c° = c( and c1 '23 = c, together with 2) gauge bosons, Q^ of SU{2)Ll B^ of

U{1)Y and Cp of U(\)c. The charges Q and Qi are to be specified. Composite

quarks and leptons are constructed as

- 1 I -



».«=* (2.16b)

and composite vector mesons, Wu (mainly for the W and Z bosons) and

(mainly for an exotic vector boson), are as

5«v V", = {.T^' = {[i», " lig'B, - 9cC^t. (2.17b)

The subcolor gauge theory should generate condensates as

The scalar fields with the mass dimension = 1 can be inteipreted as AUJ. and

A,£, where A and A, are the relevant mass scales-

Equipped with the substructure of Eqs.(2.16a), (2.1Gb), (2.17a) and (2.17b),

it is straightforward to reach the following lagrangian for the subcolor - singlet

composites from the lagrangian of the (5l7(3)cx) SU{2)L x U(l)Y x U(l)c

gauge theory: £ £ „ , = Ckin + £„,„, + £„ with

) - jjj V " -

(2.) 9b)

(2.19c)

- 1 5 -

up to the radial excitations in w£u>t and £^, where eA'^ = g'B^ u^v — djiul/ -

d^Up - i[uu, u,,] and !;„„ = 9nu^ - duvf with

u^^W^ + el^-A',, ^=S,,V, + e ^ . (2.20)

The coupling constants, g.v, gv and c, are expressed in terms of g, gc and g' EIS

1 1 1 1
giv = ^. J V = s c . ^ = ^y + ^r + ^ - (2-21)

for the canonical kinetic terms of Wp, V^ and A'p.

To see the direct correspondence of VM as £UDU£ to \r^ defined in Eqs. (2.3)

and (2.8c), let us examine the kinetic mixing term. It turns out to be described

by C • as

with

(2.22)

(2.23)

where A v will be related to A' of Eq.(2.14). Since the mixing of W and V is

missing, this lagrangian is expected to describe the physics for the leptonic gluon

with Q = Qt — Q (coupling to L), the color singlet gluon with Q ~ Qi ~

Qc (coupling to B) and the isosinglet weak boson with Q = Qj. = {Qw) (=1/2)

(coupling to [3B + L}/2). The heavy photon will be found in the model with

the U{))c - charged u^. It is not difficult to observe that the replacement of

the coupling constant j as ^ - Q^^y o r {Qw)9y gives the same effective

lagrangian as Eq.(2.J0) with X' = Qa cX y or {Q^X^y and with Mw = gw\

- H i -



and Mv = gy A . Other possibilities may include a "hypercharge boson" with Q

= Y and Q{ = 1'.."

The physical photon, A^, is described by

KvK- (224)

Similarly, the massive vector mesons with the diagonalized kinetic terms take the

form of

( 2 2 5

The correspondence lo the massive gauge bosons and the photon in the Higgs

phase can be understood by the alternative identification of A^, W3,, V̂  and

(with u>L = / and £ = 1):

(2.26)

where b^ (=sin»,,(7|1+cos«l,a),) is associated with U(\)p {>- U(1)Y x U(\)c);

gsmO - gDcos9 (=e) with gD = g'gc/yjgn + g}. = s'cos*,, = gcsmBv. Thsn,

the equivalence of the Higgs phase to the unbroken phase occurs as far as the

scalar degrees of freedom are frozen.

2) U(l)c - diarged w^:

The scalar, which was assigned to (2, T3; 0), now carries the U{l)c - charge

instead of the V(\)y - charge as w°L: (2, 0; T3) . The content of other parti-

cles remains intact. The substructure for the subcolor SU(2) x U{l)c singlet

- 1 7 -

partides is assumed to be: for quarks and leptons,

(2.27)

where T3 = (], -]) for i= (1, 2), and, for vector mesons,

=E »i »ii - « ^ 7 < y (2-28)

with the same substructure of V'M, Eq.(2.17b).

The lagrangian for composite particles is found to C'kin + Cmatt

with

(2.29b)

(2.30)

and the same v^ in Eq.(2.20). The kinetic mixing terms contained in £f,n/ we

determined as £'mix:

with

A = — , \ ^ = — . A" = - ^ , (2.32)

where the additional mixing between W* and V,, emerges. As previously an-

- 1 H -



nounced, this lagrangian coincides with Eq.(2.10) for the heavy photon if the

extra U\X)C charge is identified with the hypercharge, i.e.,

which yield J% = J^m since the extra charge becomes nothing but the electric

charge given by (T 3 + Y)/2 for ^L and Q\m for tpiR. The equivalence of the

unbroken phase to the Higgs phase proceeds in the same way as in the model

1) since SwWf + g ^ and g ^ satisfy the same relation as Eqs.(2.17a) and

(2.17b) at wL = / a n d f = / .

Summarizing the discussions in this section, we have demonstrateed that tlie

exotic composite vector bosoi, effectively coupled to 3B (for the singlet gluon),

L (for the leptonic gluon), 3B+L (for the isosinglet weak boson) or Qcm (for the

heavy photon) can be a bound state of the ^i^s type or the sUD S- type. The

resulting effective lagrangians (with the mass dimension < 4) in the both cases

coincide with each other provided that the dynamics is well approximated by the

four fermion interactions for sj^a and by the SU(2)L confining interactions with

the hidden local U(i)c symmetry supplemented by complementarity for sUDu.i.

- 1 9 -

3. VECTOR BOSON MIXING

We have seen that both of the models A and B lead to the same effective

lagrangian involving mixings among the photon, A'^, the neutral weak boson,

W3, and the exotic vector boson, V^. The relevant part for the mixings can be

read off from Eq.(2.10) in the model A and from Eq.(2.22) in the model B and

summarized as

(3.1)

with A's given by Eqs.(2.13) and (2.14) (or equivalently Eqs.(2.~)) and (2.32)).

The physical photon is then defined to be A^ = A1,, + \W* + A'V, as in Eq.(2.24).

Similarly, the interaction lagrangian of quarks and leptons is specified by

£m, =

where

j * V,

Jl - X'(t/gv)J«

(3.2)

(3.3)

The appearance of the electromagnetic contributions in JJf'X represents the phe-

nomenon of the vector meson dominance of the photon. It should be noted that

describing the interaction terms in this way only deals with the kinetic mixings

but no mass mixings and that the equality of X(e/gw) = {e/gwf (= sin20)

yields the standard current of Z: J* - s in !8^ r a .

To reach the physical vector fields with no kinetic mixings, one should make

the transformation that diagonaJizes the kinetic mixing terms in £q.(3.1) without



causing new mass mixing. It can be achieved by the orthogonal transformation

on the (A/(V,W*, A/v,Va) - basis that preserves the mass term of [(MWW*)2 +

l W / , ) 1 / 2 . Let ,1, Z and X be the diagonalized fields and Mz and Mx be the

masses of Z and X, then the diagonalization proceeds via

= | 0

0

where Mx 2
 an<^ $ 3 J e specified by

\ = ((1 -

A'

My cos <$>IM „

v , A, A' and A":

(l-A!)A/£
2MrMJW-\")

(3.4)

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

(3.5c)

with A=l -A 2 -A ' ! -A" 2 + 2AA'A". The fields, Ar, Zu and JC,, can be interpreted

as the physical photon, Z boson and exotic boson, respectively. One can further

express the relation (3.5b) in terms of measurable masses, A/ „ „, by eliminating

Mv of Vf by Eq.(3.5a). The relation now reads

[1 - (1 - A2)A/lMV][l - (1 - = -(A" - AA')'/A. (3.6)

Since A's are given by the charges, e, gw and gv as in Eqs.(2.13) and (2.14),

the relation (3.6) imposes a constraint on the unknown parameters, M and g .

The interaction lagrangian, (3.2) is transformed by Eq.(3.4) into

(3.7)

- 2 1 •

where the currents, J% and J*•, are computed to be:

Jl = (9WJJ cos «/A/,y - gvJ* sin 4/My)Mz
(3.8)

Equipped with the explicit form of the interaction lagrangian, we can now dis-

cuss various phenomenological consequences. For low energies, where the kinetic

terms and their mixings are neglected, the four Fermi neutral current interactions

take the form of

(3.9)

Following comments are in order: since Jjf is the combination of J% and J*m,

the new contribution from the Jx - piece vanishes for the neutrino - induced

reactions as long as J^ does not couple to neutrinos. In our cases, it occurs in

the models with the color - singlet gluon coupling to the baryon number because

neutrinos does not carry the baryon number and with the heavy photon coupling

to the electric charge because neutrinos are electrically neutral. In Ref.19, we

determined limits on M and gy of the leptonic gluon (see also Ref.2l), color -

singlet gluon and heavy photon from the presently available experimental results:

(i) the weak mixing angle si:\8w from the neutrino scattering; (ii) the compos-

iteness scale Ac from the Bhabha scattering: (iii) the same as in (ii) but from

pp —* a single jet + anything; (iv) a{pp — X + anything)B(-Y —» two jets);

(v) a{pp ~* X + ajiylhing)B(A~ — e+c~). The results from the neutrino and

Bhabha scatterings place the strongest restrictions on the leptonic gluon such as

A/Y > 450 GeV. Similar restrictions are expected to arises for the isosinglet weak



boson, which were extensively discussed in Ref. 25. On the other hand, si-ice

the singlet gluon and heavy photon decouple from neutrinos at low energies, the

weaker restrictions imposed on the singlet gluon such as A/̂ . > 170 >JeV but

essentially no mass bound arise for the heavy photon. Also investigated were the

effects of these exotic bosons on e+e~ scattering in the energy regions of 50 - 100

GeV available at KEK, SLAC and CERN, which were found to give sizable con-

tributions if color - singlet gluon or heavy photon is mediated. Further extensive

analysis is under progress and will appear in a separate paper.

4. CONCLUSION

We have studied properties of neutrai exotic vector bosons expected in com-

posite models of quarks and leptons, especially those of leptonic gluon (coupling

to the lepton number), color - singlet gluon (coupling to the baryon number),

isosjnglet weak boson (coupling to the weak charge) and heavy photon (coupling

to the electromagnetic charge). The gluons and photon are elemantary particles

of Sl/{3)c x U{\)em. Underling dynamics for composite partciles are based on

the following two models: A) a nonlinear interaction model of the Nambu - Jona

-Lasinio Bjorken type and B) a U[ l ) e m model with the confined subcolor SU(2),

and hidden U(l)c symmetries. Quarks, leptons and vector bosons selected as

low - enregy degrees of freedom are made of fermions (denoted by / ) as / / / and

( / / ) j_ i ' n A) and of fermions and bosons (denoted by b) as bf and (6'6). in

B). The so selected composites in B), which are singlets of SU(2), x U(\)C1 can

be found to satisfy the principle of complementarity that ensures the "duality"

between / and 6/ (thus, the anomaly - matching on chiral symmetries for / )

- 2 3 -

and between subgluons and (6*6)J={. Other possible composites such as / / and

(M6)J=0 are considered as being heavy enough.

The physically remarkable consequence is that these essentially different dy-

namical models give the same mixings among the photon, Z and exotic vector

boson as well as the same interactions with quraks and leptons. The differences

of course arise at higher enrcgies of O (1 TeV), where these models predict the

different spectrum of composites. So, we expect the same phenomenology of

exotic vector bosons below the enregies < 1 TeV, especially, at the presently

available accelarators, The details of the phenomenological analysis are left for

future discussions. Our preliminaly conclusion is based on Ref.19, which deals

with leptonic gluon, color - singlet gluon and heavy photon but not isosinglet

weak boson. Since color - singlet gluon and heavy photon, contrary to other

particles, decouple from neutrinos at low - energies ( < Mw)t these composites

are not so restricted by experiments and allowed to be relatively light. As a

result, their contributions wilt manifest themselves throgh the precise measure-

ments of the e+e~ scattering in the enregy regions of 50 - 100 GeV, which can

distinguish the effect of the leptonic gluon from that of heavy photon.

• ' 2 1 -
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